3I6	HUSBAND AND WIFE
and a respectable member of society. Under the dual domicil
doctrine, however, despite her abandonment of England, she
would have possessed the status of a concubine and her sin
would inexorably have been communicated to her children, A
doctrine which can work such havoc with human happiness
and which is so out of harmony with what the reasonable man
would expect is suspect. It is not common sense and for that
reason alone is probably not part of the common law. As will be
suggested later, it is sociologically unsound, wrong in principle,
and in practice ineffectual in the sense that in the majority of
cases its apparent object can be frustrated without difficulty.
Moreover, in the confused state of the authorities it is more than
doubtful whether it represents the law of England,
view     It is submitted that the correct doctrine is that which sub-
£ m*ts t^ie questi°n °f capacity to what may briefly be termed the
moniai law of the intended/matrimqni^Jiome. More fully stated, the
home 3octrine is this.   "^
The basic presumption is that capacity to marry is governed by the
law of the husband's domicil at the time of the marriage, for normally
it is in the country of that domicil that the parties intend to establish
their permanent home. This presumption, however, is rebutted if the
reasonable inference is that the parties at the time of the marriage in-
tended to establish their home in a certain country and that they did in
fact establish it there.
Lex kci    At first sight, it may seem paradoxical that the governing
cetera- jaw should depend upon a subsequent event—the place where
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cannot be the conjugal home is set up. It must be stressed, however, that
disregarded ^ questiOn whether a marriage is void for incapacity arises
after, generally long after, its solemnization, so that it will be
known whether the pre-marriage intention of the parties with
regard to their future domicil has in fact been fulfilled. This
theory of the intended matrimonial home does not, of course,
imply that the law of the place where the marriage is actually
celebrated is to be disregarded. That would be impossible.
Obviously no system of law can allow the use of its procedure
for^ the contracting of unions which it considers to be void
owing to nonage, incest or any other reason. Therefore, the
authorities in any country will justifiably forbid the celebration
of a marriage if the parties do not possess capacity according to
the local law.
Evaluation/ ^ Postponing for a moment a consideration of the actual deci-
iewf s*on.s>the question may now be asked—What are the respective
| merits of the twojival doctrines ?
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